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wave setup of 0.8 metres; a starting level of 2.0 metres. The other extreme is low tide
with no wave setup or storm surge. RryERS cannot be started at levels at or below 0.0
metres so the sensitivity n¡n was st¿rted at 0.01 metres.

For the l% event flood levels above Ava Bridge are independent of the starting levels.
At Ava Bridge the levels for the high and low starting conditions are within 0.02 metres
of the unchanged model. At Estuary Bridge the highe_r starting level results in a 0.3
metre level increase and a velocity 0.3 metres per second lower. The difference is
reduced to 0.2 metres just downstream of the Woollen Mills point and is only 0. 1 metres
by the boat ramp in Sladden Park. The effect of the low starting level is damped out
by the critical flow control at the Waiwhetu outlet and the level at Estuary Bridge is only
0.02 metres lower and the velocity 0.04 metres per second faster.

For the 50% event flood levels above Melling Bridge are independent of starting level.
Just downstream of Ewen Bridge the levels are within 0.1 metres and velocities within
0.1 metres per second of the unchanged model. Just upstream of Ava Bridge the levels
are within 0.2 metre and velocities within 0.15 metres per second. At Ava Bridge the
higher starting level inc¡eases levels by 0.25 metres and velocities decre¿se by 0.1
metres per second; at Estuary Bridge the levels are 0.48 metres higher and velocities
0.22 metres per second lower. For the lower starting level the levels at Ava Bridge are
0.30 metres lower with a 0.14 metre per second velocity increase; at Estuary Bridge the
level is 1.08 metres lower and velocities 0.88 metres per second faster.

In conclusion, the model is more sensitive to starting level at lower flows. For the I%
event the starting level only significantly influences levels downstream of Woollen Mills
point and for this reach the starting level must be carefully selected. For smaller floods
the starting level is more critical and should be varied according to the application.

Error in Flood Frequency Analysis.

There is an error band associated with the l% and 50% flows used in the preceding
sensitivity analyses. For Taita the flow used for the L% event was 1900 cumecs, but
this figure has an associated error band of + 130 cumecs. Similarly the 50Vo event at
Taita is 760 cumecs * 60. The flows at Bi¡chville and in the reaches upstream of the
Akatarawa and Mangaroa confluences have equivalent error bands of 1760 cumecs *
I25,1220 cumecs + 110 and920 cumecs + 90 respectively for the l% event and 670
cumecs + 45,450 cumecs * 40 and 380 cumecs + 30 for the 50% event Two models
were set up - one with all flows at the upper limits of the error bands and one with all
the lower limits.

For the lVo event the levels were on average within 0.19 metres of the mid range flow
values with a maximum variation 0.42 metres; velocities were on average within 0.04
metres per second with a maximum variation of 0.46 metres per second. For the 50%
event levels were on average within 0.13 metres with a maximum difference of 0.23
metres; velocities were on average within 0.07 metres per second with a maximum
variation of 0.17 metres per second.
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DesÍgn Considerations

The predominant application of the Hutt River model will be with large floods. From
the sensitivity analyses on the I% probability flood event a freeboard (or error
allowance) component that allows for possible inaccuracies can be determined. Other
factors that should be included in the freeboard (waves and debris effects) are discussed
in the following chapter. Protection work design frequently uses velocity and a similar
allowance for inaccuracies can be applied. The sensitivity analyses fall into two
categories; possible inaccuracies in representing the physical situation and possible
changes in the physical environment. To some extent changes in the physical
envi¡onment can by catered for by frequent updating of the computer model. However,
if there is a facto¡ know to change in a certain way with higher floods it is preferable
to alte¡ the model rather than include this effect in the freeboard.

7.8.1 Changes to the Physical Environment

Central Channel Mannings. The only parameter shown to change with a larger flood
is the centrai channel Mannings n and all predictive flow models above the I0% event
should have an increased central channel Mannings n. For the purpose of this report the
following central channel Mannings n increases were used for the following flowìanges.

Table 2 - central channel Mannings n Adjustments for Large Flows.

Flow at Taita
(cumecs)

Flow at
Bi¡chville
(cumecs)

Flow upstream
of Akatarawa

(cumecs)

Flow upstream
of Mangaroa

(cumecs)

Increment to
central channel

Mannings n

1600 and above 1500 and above 1050 and above 800 and above + 0.003
1500 to 1599 1400 to 1499 950 to 1049 725 to 799 +0.002
1400 to 1499 1300 to 1399 850 to 949 650 to 724 + 0.001
Below 1400 Below 1300 Below 850 Below 650 as per calibrated

model

As these inc¡ease in central channel Mannings are applied in this study no allowance for
the predicted increase in Mânnings n at high flows is included in the freeboa¡d.

Starting Level. The model's sensitivity to starting level diminishes as the flow increases
and for large flood events the levels upstream of Estuary Bridge are independent of
starting level. As it does not apply over the whole river the starting level is not included
in the freeboard allowance.

River Bed Changes. " The bed material of the Hutt River is supplied by a reworking
of available alluvial deposits along the river channels, rather than di¡ectly from high
catchment erosion". 'Hutt River. River Characteristics and Sedimentation' G & E
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'Williams Consultants. June l99l@eference 7). This reworking tends to cause channel
bed degradation rather than aggradation and it is unlikely that aggradation in the Hutt
River will signif,rcantly increase flood levels. Bed level changes between L977 and 1987

resulted in l% flood level differences of up to 1.22 metres for mean bed level changes
of 0.2 - 1.0 metres. Frequent surveys, particularly after floods, of a small number of
cross sections should indicate whether a full resurvey is required. The report 'Hutt
River. Channel Management.' G & E Williams. July 1991 (Reference 10) recommends
that to adequately monitor bed material transport at least every hfth cross section is
resurveyed at no longer than frve yearly intervals. If resurveys are carried out at this
frequency and the model adjusted accordingly the effect of long term changes in bed
levels will be accommodated and do not need to be included in the freeboard.

Possible changes to the channel bed during a flood event are harder to quantify. The
scenario used in the sensitivity analysis was the entire length of bed lowered or raised

by 1 metre. For design freeboard considerations the worse case is the raised bed but it
is unlikely that such a large scale deposition of bed material will occur. To estimate a

freeboard allowance for possible water level rises the channel of ¡vo adjacent cross

sections in three representative reaches were raised by 1 metre. Aggradation overJowlt¿a
cross sections v/as used as many of the beaches apparent in the Hutt river at normal
flows extend over approximately two cross sections. The average incre¿se in water level
was 0.18 metres and a freeboard allowance of 0.2 metres was chosen to accommodate
bed level changes.

For design velocity considerations the worse case is the lowered bed - a more realistic
scenario than the raised bed as significant bed scouring can occur at high flows. From
the channel bed sensitivity runs an appropriate allowance for bed scour is 0.20 metres
per second.

7.8.2 Modelling Inaccuracies

The possible modelling inaccuracies can be grouped collectively and a freeboa¡d
component that allows for model imprecision determined. Assuming no changes in
channel geometry the worst possible case for flood levels (model under-predicting) is if
a bend eddy loss is omitted, the berm Mannings and central channel Mannings n are too
low and the selected probability flow estimate is wrong. Using the average figures for
the l% event, flood levels in this extreme combination of errors will be under estimated
by;

0.25 metres
0.20 metres
0.075 metres*
0.075 metres*

Omission of bend eddy loss
Error in flood frequency analysis
Central channel Mannings n

Berm Mannings n

*The Mannings. n are unlikely to be under estimated by 0.Ø3 metres - the amounts used in the

sensitiviry analysis. An error associated with a 0.æ15 under-estimation of central channel or
berm Mannings n was chosen.
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It would be overly conservative to consider all these factors additively and a predicted
error of a half their sum (0.30 metres) was chosen to account for model imprecision.

For velocity considerations the worst case is if the Mannings n are too high and

inappropriate bend eddy losses are included (errors in the flood frequency analysis have

negligible effect). It is diff,rcuit to estimate the velocity decrease caused by an

inappropriate eddy loss so a velocity decrease associated with raising the water level
0.25 metres was assessed. The resulting decrease in velocity was 0.25 metres per

second. Using this figure and the average figures for the IVo event and again halving
the Mannings n figures, this combination will under-estimate the velocity by;

0.085 metres
0.08 metres
0.25 metres

Central channel Mannings n
Berm Mannings n

Inclusion of inappropriate bgnd eddy loss

I

I

The predicted error of hatf the sum (0.2 metres per second) was chosen to account for
model imprecision in determining velocities.

1.8.3 Design Recommendations

From the sensitivity analyses the following recommendations for design flood levels and

velocity error allowances can be made:

(Ð For design flood levels the central channel Mannings n should be increased by

the amounts shown in Table/.t

(iÐ The determination of a freeboard for design flood levels, must accommodate a

0.2 metres allowance for bed geometry changes during a flood and a 0.3 metre

allowance for model inaccuracies.

(iiÐ For design velocities bed level changes during a flood can be allowed for by a

0.2 metres per second increase in velocities, and modelling inaccuracies by a 0.2
metres per second increase.

I

I

I
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STOPBANK CAPACITY

In this chapter the capabilities of the current Hutt River stopbank system are assessed

by determining ttre maximum (or capacity) flows that can be passed through all reaches

oi rtopb*k. The Hutt River was divided into 15 reaches for the capacity assessment.

Most ieaches extend between bridges and major inflow points and were limited to a

maximum length of 4.5 kilometres. The capacity of a section of a reach is def,rned as

the minimum flow that ovefops either the left or right stopbank for a distance in excess

of 100 metres. (For the purpose of this hydraulic assessment the stopbanks are assumed

to be structurally strong enough to contain all flows.)

As it is an assessment of stopbank capacity the bridges and any associated constrictions

are removed from the model. Ideally a bridge should be designed not to compromise
decrease the capacity of the

the bridg{¡tructure. The
t of the maximum stopbank

capacity available if all the bridges were upgfaded to an ideal standard.

The capacity flows exceed the RIVERS model calibration flow and in most cases exceed

the I% event. At such large flows (up to 5000 cumecs) the existing RIVERS model

may be appropriate, however it can provide a comparative assessment between reaches.

1.hå modèi used for the capacity runs has the central channel Mannings n increased by

0.003 and the freeboard used includes an allowance for bed geometry changes and model

imprecision as determined in section 7'8.

Freeboard

In flood mitigation works it is standard practice to provide a freeboard or elTor

allowance between the computed water level and the top of the stopbank. The freeboard

includes allowances for wave action, modelling inaccuracies, debris effects and river bed

changes. The components for modelling inaccuracies and river bed changes were

determined in section 7.8 and are respectively 0.3 and 0.2 metres.

Wave action
An extreme event on the Hutt River could commonly cause waves of 1 metre amplitude;

waves of this size were observed at the Maoribank bend in the relatively small flood of
13 September 1989. Based on these 1 metre waves a freeboard wave allowance of 0.5

metres (i.e. half amplitude was selected).

Debris Effects
The principal influence of debris is at bridge sites or other permanènt structures. At

these sites the effects of debris build-up should be specifically modelled. Debris can

influence the general river levels by catching on berm vegetation or if large logs jammed

in the main channel or up against the stopbanks. If the major debris build-up on bridges

is modelled separately den a freeboard provision of 0.3 metres should be sufficient for

all minor debris effects.

E.1
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The freeboard component factors are:
0.30 metres

0.20 metres
0.50 metres
0.30 metres

Modelling inaccuracies
Bed geometry changes
Wave action
Debris effects.

0.9 metres
0.9 metres

0.85 metres

0.85 metres

A líi¡tt River Design Freeboard of 0.9 metres was selected based on the following
combinations of factors that could conceivably occur:

Ð Waves * model inaccuracies
* Vz bed changes

Waves * debris + t/z bed changes

Vy'aves + bed geometry changes

* 7z debris
Waves + bed geometry changes

* Vz model inaccuracies
Waves * t/z model inaccuracies

* Vz debns * t/z bed changes 0.9 metres

N.B. The design freeboard only applies when major debris effects at bridges are

modelled separately. If the freeboard must also absorb the major debris effects on

bridges it should be increased to 1.0 metres. This small increase in freeboard cannot

be ãssumed to adequately allow for the major debris effects for the stopbanks

immediately upstream of the bridge.

Method for Capacity Runs.

For each reach the flow was increased progressively by 100 cumecs until the water

levels came within 0.9 metres of either the left or right stopbank crest over at least 100

metres. The flow at which this water level was reached is dehned as the capacity or

overtopping flow of the stopbank system. If a flow approaches critical conditions the

tongituOinat water surface profile will oscillate and the prof,rle should be smoothed. For

theJe capacity runs the model water surface profile was smoothed so that it lay at a
height of 4a of the vertical range of the oscillations.

For a given reach the model was run from a starting level assuming all the downstream

reachei could contain the same flow. In the model a reach can easily be made to contain

more than its capacity flow as RIVERS automatically places a vertical wall on the cross

section offsets once flows begin to overtop the stopbanks.

Reach Capacities.

The resulting reach capacities are shown graphically in Figure 3 a and b. Computer

printout for ihe capacily flow of each reach are included in the computer dossier that

ãccompanies this ieport. Each reach is discussed separately below and indicative

velocities for the capacity flow given.

iÐ
iii)

iv)

v)

8.2
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